A possible heterotic threshold in the potato and its implications for breeding.
Complex hybrids containing genomes from three different Solanum tuberosum Groups were synthesized (3-way hybrids), utilizing 2n gametes in 4x-2x crosses. Ten such families were compared to nine analogous two-Group (2-way) hybrid families and nine (1-way) families representing conventional Gp. Tuberosum breeding materials. The three types of crosses, representing three descending levels of heterozygosity, were placed in four field trials.The 3-way hybrids were never significantly superior to the 2-way hybrids for vigor, yield, or tuber type. When yields were adjusted for maturity differences, the 3-way hybrids tended to be inferior to the 2-way hybrids for yield. This suggests that there may be a heterotic threshold in the cultivated potato, beyond which point more heterozygosity does not result in greater vigor or more yield.While the 2-way and 3-way hybrids did not significantly differ from each other, they both dramatically surpassed the conventional 1-way crosses for vigor and yield (42%). The evidence of a possible heterotic threshold indicates that more sophisticated methods such as cell fusion and bilateral sexual polyploidization may not be necessary to exploit the full potential of the hybrid approach in the potato. A simple and direct "2-way" hybridization approach may be optimal, or at least would seem comparable with other hybrid approaches, and is a technology ready for immediate and widespread implementation.